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※考生請注意：本試題不可使用計算機。請於答察卷﹛卡﹜作答，於本試題紙上作答者，不予計分。

每趣的分，共 10 星星，合計 100 分。主幸建中有4、題，該是分數由各小題平分，例如：第 3題有四小

題，則每一小題為 2.5 分。

1. (a) Find the number of permutations of 1, 2,. . , 8 that begi且 with 52 or end with 387. 

(b) Find the number of permutations of 1, 2, .. , 8 that begin wi也 52 or end with 327. 

2. Let R be the relation on也e setofwor＇也姐也e English language where x Ry if x precedes （也at is, comes before) y 

扭曲e dictionary. Show that R is not a p訂tial orderi且E﹒

3. Represent the postfix expression ABC**CDE+/- as 

(a) A binary tree; 

(b) The prefix form; 

(c) The usual infix form; and 

{d}The fully parenthesized infix form. 

4. Use a loop invariant to prove that the following pro gr•缸n segment for computing nx (x a real nu血ber), where n is a 

positive mteger, 1s co汀ect.

value:= 0 

i := 1 

while i 主 n

begin 

value :=value + x 

i :=I+ 1 

end 

5. Solve the recurrence relation a,,= ~－1/a,,_2 if a0 = 1 and a1 = 2. 

6. (a) What is a Hamiltonian cycle? 

(b) What is an Euler cycle? 

(c) Give an example of graph that has a Hamiltonian cycle but not an Euler cycle. 

{d) Prove that the graph has the specified prope仕ies.

7. Prove that if A is the adjacency matrix of a simple graph, the i.J.,;, entry of An is equal to the number of paths of 

length n from ve閃ex fto vertexj, n=l, 2,…... 
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8. Let 向1 = C1科，＿1 + c2a,,_2 be a second-order linear homogeneous recurrence relation with constant 

coefficients. If a is a sequence defined as above statement, and a0 = U0，向＝ U1.Pr。ve that if 九 and r2 are 

the roots of t2 - c1 t - c2 = 0 with 先＃后， then there exist constants band d such that a,, = br{' + d哼，社＝
0,1,2’” .. 

9. Suppose the vertices of 沌的numb師d 1, 2, 3, 4, 5 {in clockwise order) and each edge is assigned a weight 

equal to 也e sum of the labels on the endpoints of the edge，扭扭曲e following figure. Find a spanning tree of 

minimu血 weight for 也is graph. 

s 2 

10. (a) What is the Backus-Naur form of the gramm缸 described as follows: 

1. a sentence is made up of a noun phrase followed by a verb phr自e or else by a noun p尬品e followed by a 

verb phr品e followed by a noun p尬的e.

2. anoun p趾晶e is made up of a no阻，血 adjective followed by a nm血， or an article followed by a noun. 

3. a verb phrase is made up of a verb. 

4. articles are a and the. 

5. a句ectives are lengt.妙， boring，祖d inaccurate. 

6. nouns are boo丸 newspaper, and information. 

7. verbs 釘ere叫阻d cont a閥．

(b) Explain how “the book con扭扭 lengthy information” C祖 be ob扭扭ed.




